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D I G I T A L

WEEK 6 WORKBOOK

Self  Love Subject:

living in alignment



alignment 
is the state 

of  full Being integration;
When all parts of  Self

- Mind, Body and Spirit -
are in line with one another, 

and with Love, 
as they are meant to be.

Understanding Alignment

In this final week of  Self  Love Sessions Digital, what is 
your understanding of  practising/aligning with love in 

each element of  your Self?

Aligning my Mind with Love energy involves:
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2.

Aligning my Body with Love energy involves:

Connecting with Spirit, which is pure Love energy, involves:

You will find your Spiritual Practice 

to be the Source of   alignment, 

with Spirit being the Source of  all things, 

and love itself. 



3.

Inte grat ion = Inte gri ty

Alignment = Authentic i ty

Living in Alignment empowers you to become 
the Author of  your Authentic Life Experience.

Our Truth as Spiritual Beings is that we are Love Beings. 
Aligning with the energy of  Love therefore allows us to live our 

truest and most integrous life experience, encompassing our True: 

Worth, Power, Confidence, Abundance, Strength, Identity…

We will develop a better understanding of  what 
“fits”, “resonates”, “is true” for us, 

when living according to love becomes our new standard. 

It gets easier to release everything that is not a 
vibrational match for the Love that we are.

A new level of  Authenticity becomes available 
through Living in Alignment. 



4.

We access Authentic Power when the unique aspects 
of  our personality (related to Mind and Body elements) 

come to serve the mission of  our Soul 
(a fragment of  Spirit). 

When we can unapologetically LOVE and BE ourselves.

What does living Authentically involve and mean to you?

As you grow into self  acceptance, how can you use your unique 
personality traits/gifts to more freely and deeply explore and 

express LOVE and stand in your Authentic Power?



When we Align, 

We Allow.

When Mind, Body and Spirit come into full alignment, 
your integrated Being becomes a channel for 

Life Source energy to flow through. 

You become a vessel of  and for  love, 

and, as an embodiment of  high vibrational love energy, 
you begin to attract other embodiments and experiences 

of  high vibrational Love energy. 

We know that we attract what we are. 

So, in being positivity, we pull in positivity.

Alignment allows us to become the Master Manifestors 
of  our highest life experience.

We know we are in alignment when life feels like it 

flows rather than feeling forced.
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What are some instances in your life that things felt 
forced, indicating you were out of  Alignment?

What are some instances in your life that things flowed 
nicely, indicating you were in Alignment?

What kinds of  experiences do you wish to attract and 
manifest as you develop a deeper state of  Alignment 

through your Self  Love journey?



7.

Journalling Exercise:

The time has come to reflect on the totality of  the past six 
weeks of  Self-discovery and Self-Love.

Review the process of  holistic Self  Love 
as outlined below, and in Week 1’s workbook.

1. Releasing fear
2. Honouring space
3. Welcoming love

What do you think and how do you feel about your 
progress in each of  these outcomes?

Take a few deep belly breaths and Align your 
Mind, Body and Spirit with the presence of  Love.

From this state, allow yourself  to free flow write on each 
of  the below prompts. Do not judge what comes through. 
This exercise is a beautiful chance to check in on and 
acknowledge all your wonderful progress across the program.

Releasing fear has felt…
Honouring space has felt…
Welcoming love has felt…

The feelings and reflections that emerge from this 
exercise paint a picture of  your Mind, Body and Spirit 

coming into Alignment.



8.

To be fully   aligned
Is to be fully Alive.


